GRADFEST 2024
CSU CHANNEL ISLANDS BUNDLES

ALL BUNDLES INCLUDE
- Custom Gown, Cap &
- CSUCI Seal Tassel
- Hood *(Masters Only)*
- CSUCI Stole

BACHELOR GOWN

SCHOLAR FRAME BUNDLE
- SCHOLAR FRAME
  - Includes all the above and Scholar Frame
  - BACHELOR PRICE $168
  - MASTER PRICE $202

MERIDIAN FRAME BUNDLE
- MERIDIAN FRAME
  - Includes all the above and Meridian Frame
  - BACHELOR PRICE $216
  - MASTER PRICE $250

TASSEL FRAME BUNDLE
- TASSEL FRAME
  - Includes all the above and Tassel Frame
  - BACHELOR PRICE $240
  - MASTER PRICE $274

SCHOLAR FRAME

BACHELOR SET $72
- Includes: Gown, CSUCI Stole, Cap, CSUCI Seal & 2024 Tassels

MERIDIAN FRAME

BACHELOR PRICE $216
- MASTER PRICE $250

TASSEL FRAME

BACHELOR PRICE $240
- MASTER PRICE $274

MASTER SET $106
- Includes: Gown, Hood, CSUCI Stole, Cap, CSUCI Seal & 2024 Tassels

ORDER EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENT AT JOSTENS.COM/-College